
Term Autumn 1 Spring 2 Summer 2 

 

Topic 

 

 

Toys 

 

Great Explorers 

 

Travel and transport 

Programme of 

Study 

Changes within living memory. 

Where appropriate these should be 

used to reveal aspects of change in 

national life 

 

 

The lives of significant individuals 

in the past who have contributed to 

national and international 

achievements. Some should be 

used to compare aspects of life in 

different periods. For example, 

Christopher Columbus and Neil 

Armstrong 

Events beyond living memory 

that are significant nationally or 

globally 

 

Topic Content: 

 

 Toys today 

 Toys across family generations 

 Investigate early 20th century 

toys and look at what they are 

made from 

 Investigate Victorian toys and 

look at what they are made 

from 

 Important changes within toys 

 What makes someone an 

important or significant 

person? 

 Captain James Cook 

 Christopher Columbus 

 Neil Armstrong 

 Exploring the Antarctic: 

Robert Falcon Scott 

 How can great explorers be 

remembered? 

 How has transport 

changed? 

 Early travel 

 A history of cars 

 George Stevenson and 

trains 

 A history of flight: The 

Wright brothers 

 Comparing transport from 

the past, present and 

future. 

 

                                                                                                        Key Stage strands 

Chronology  

 

  Identify similarities and differences between ways of life in different periods. 

Study changes within living memory.  

  Can identify a few similarities, differences and changes occurring within a particular topic (e.g. identify 

differences and similarities between early and modern aeroplanes). 

  Can describe independently and accurately similarities, differences and changes both within and across time 

periods and topics (e.g. identify and describe several changes, similarities and differences that have occurred 

in aviation over a century). 



  

 

Change and 

Development/ 

Cause and Effect  

 

  Identify similarities and differences between ways of life in different periods. 

Study changes within living memory.  

 Can identify a few similarities, differences and changes occurring within a particular topic (e.g. identify 

differences and similarities between early and modern aeroplanes). 

  Can identify independently a range of similarities, differences and changes within a specific time period (e.g. 

recognise differences in aeroplanes from different decades). 

 Can describe independently and accurately similarities, differences and changes both within and across time 

periods and topics (e.g. identify and describe several changes, similarities and differences that have occurred 

in aviation over a century). 

 

Historical enquiry    Can ask and answer a few valid historical questions (e.g. ask a few questions about explorers, locate relevant 

information and communicate the answers as sentences). 

 Construct informed responses that involve thoughtful selection and organisation. 

Develop appropriate use of historical terms.  

 

 

Curriculum Links: 

 

English –  

To look at stories about toys  

Comprehension based on stories 

about toys 

Role play using their puppets 

 

Art – observational drawings and 

paintings of toys past and present. 

 

DT – finger puppets make 

Design and make a pop-up toy. 

 

 

English- Children will be 

challenged to put themselves in 

the shoes of a given character and 

express their thoughts and feelings 

about the type of government they 

live under.  

 Diary entry – James Cook 

 Read a newspaper report 

about Neil Armstrong 

 Write a newspaper report – 

Neil Armstrong 

 Stories about exploring 

 
 

English- writing facts about 

George Stevenson  

Stories about travel and transport 

 

Art - The Armada Portrait  
 
DT – make a Viking longboat 

 



 

Art Poster to promote Captain 

James Cooks travels 

 

KEY WEBSITES  
& Cultural Capital 

 

 

 

 

 

For example  
 
www.twinkl.co.uk 

www.everyschool.co.uk/history-key-stage-1- 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize 
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1- 
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